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Example of SMM: Fe8
|si| =5/2, S=10 (T<10K)

Molecular magnets (more than 100 systems are synthesized already):
Mn, Fe, Ni, Co, … based macromolecules; S = 0, 1/2, 1, … , 33/2, (?)

Outline:

I. Single QUBIT:
(a) SMM as a QUBIT with controllable 

parameters;
(b) Decoherence in a single spin

QUBIT.
II. Coupled spin QUBIT networks:
(a) Effective Hamiltonian and 

formulation of problem;
(b) Magnon channel of decoherence;
(c) Results: all channels together.



Low-T limit (T << Ωo) – only two lowest states are occupied 
If Δo << Ωo (Ωo is the spin-gap to the next levels) 

Δo - tunneling matrix element; ξ - bias.
ES,A = 2ε; ε =(Δo

2+ξ2)1/2

when Δo >> ξ, ES,A ≈ 2Δo

Energy

|S>

|A>

Ωo

SMM as a QUBIT

⇓

(2S+1 states)

Each molecule can be    
modeled as TLS (QUBIT):



Single QUBIT with controllable parameters
All parameters change with transverse magnetic field H⊥

At certain value of H⊥, Δo can become larger than other parameters    
describing interactions of the system with environment
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Single central spin ⇒ coherent oscillations between states |↑> and |↓>
Single central spin + Nuclear spin bath + Phonons ⇒ suppression of coherence
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How rapidly oscillations decay?

|S> = u|↑> + v|↓>;    |A> =-v|↑> + u|↓>



It has been shown earlier, that  in  magnetic  insulators  there is a field region, 
where  the  phonon  and  nuclear  spin  mediated  decoherence is drastically 
reduced. Such a “coherence window” opens up around some H⊥

c, where the 
total   nuclear   spin   bath  and   phonon   dimensionless   decoherence rate

reaches  its minimum.
Example: Fe8
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(P.C.E. Stamp, I.S. Tupitsyn, PRB 69, 014401, (2004))

number of oscillations:



Coupled spin QUBIT networks
What is the effect of interactions between spins?

Pair-wise interactions ⇒ correlated errors (interactions with the same bath) 
Can any coherent spin dynamics be observed in spin networks, where    
spins (qubits) are coupled by dipole-dipole and exchange interactions?
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WD - half-width of the dipolar bias distribution
(cluster of 503 Fe8 molecules arranged in a triclinic lattice array)

The fact that Δo becomes larger that WD gives a chance to observe coherent  
dynamic,  but  does not give any quantitative answer. To  get these answers   

one needs to know  γφ(H⊥). 
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Bare Hamiltonian – (2S+1)N-dimensional Hilbert space

Low-T limit ⇒ only two lowest states are populated
⇓

truncation
⇓

Effective Hamiltonian operating in 2N-dimensional subspace
spanned by the qubit (|S> and |A>) states

where sμ are the Pauli matrixes divided by 2 and                   , are the
anisotropic dipolar and exchange tensors (tensor gµν(H⊥) replaces ge)

Hamiltonian



Truncation (example: dipolar interaction)

We project the term Vij
dd into the subspace spanned by the four lowest states of

a pair of Hamiltonians H(Si) and H(Sj). As the projection basis we take the set of
states {|Ψ>} = {|SS>, |SA>, |AS>, |AA>}. The resulting matrix Veff=<Ψ| Vij

dd |Ψ> is 
a general 4x4 matrix that can be presented in a form:

Then:

where  τ1,2,3 are the Pauli matrixes and  τo=1 (sμ = τμ/2 ). Calculating ℑαβ, we get 
analytical form of the tensor components.  



Formulation of problem and
potential experimental realization (low T)

Micro-wave pulse mixes up |S> and |A> states and creates the one-well 
states |Z±> = (|S> ± |A>)/21/2, initiating oscillations between them. In a 
transverse magnetic field these oscillations are equivalent to a uniform spin 
precession along the field directions, i.e., to a q=0 magnon. Scattering of 
the q=0 mode off thermal magnons leads to a decay of oscillations. The 
corresponding decay time can be both measured and calculated. 

α

Uniform precession --> q=0 magnon



Scattering of the q=0 mode off thermal magnons

The lowest order processes that, in principle, can conserve both energy 
and momentum here are 4-magnon processes: 

δ(ωo+ωq-ωq’-ωq-q’)

δ(ωo+ωq+ωq’-ωq+q’)
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2 in - 2 out
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Δo>>{Ud,Ue}



4-magnon processes

In the limit of strong transverse field and low temperatures the problem can be 
treated using the Holfstein-Primakoff method.

HP Transformations:

scattering amplitudespectrum

(2 in – 2 out)  (3 in – 1 out)

(a)

(b)

(c)



Spectrum

first two HP transformations
⇓

last HP transformation
( )

⇓



T2 process: Scattering amplitude
first two HP transformations

⇓

Δo>>{Ud,Ue}

⇓

Amplitude =

q0=0; q1=q; q2=q’; q3=q-q’
⇓

last HP transformation



T2 process: Decoherence rate
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q0=0; q1=q; q2=q’; q3=q-q’
⇓

Δ(q0+q1-q2-q3)



• Except  at  very  low  T,  dipolar  +  exchange  decoherence in  Fe8
completely dominates over nuclear and phonon decoherence, even
at T = 0.05 K, unless Hy > 2.7 T;

• At Hy ≈ 2.7 T in Fe8, where the strength of the exchange interaction 
is  unknown  and,  most  probably,  very  small,  one can expect the 
quality factor Qφ = π/γφ∼107;

• Since  the  phonon  rate is essentially T-independent at these fields,
any   further   decrease   of   temperature   would   not  substantially 
decrease γφ;

• Our results can be directly verified using the spin-echo experimental
technique. In  fact,  such  an  experiment  is currently in preparation.

T=0.05 K

Results for (dashed lines - magnons)


